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India is a wonderful traveler destination where you will explore several attractive things that make
your journey memorable. It is a superb country that is globally known for its enormous beauty and
attractive attractions. There is a fascinating story hidden behind each historical attraction that
captivates the visitors. If you want to explore the historical attractions of the country then take
pleasure of Golden triangle tour. It is the preferred tourist circuit of India where you will see various
astonishing attractions.

On this tour, travelers will explore the three popular and inimitable cities of India such as Delhi, Agra
and Jaipur. These cities have numerous tourist attractions such as forts, palaces, havelis, lakes,
rivers, wildlife, shrines, etc. Out of all these attractions the majestic forts of these cities wins the
heart of many visitors. The three popular forts of Delhi, Agra and Jaipur are as follow:

Red Fort (Delhi)

Red fort is one of the popular forts of Delhi â€œThe Capital City of Indiaâ€•. This fort is also known by the
name Lal Quila as it is made up of red stones. It was built by Mughal emperor Shah Jahan in 17th
century. It completed in duration of ten years. It showcases the wonderful picture of Indo-Islamic art
and architecture. It is amongst the UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Red fort comprises with several
attractive attractions such as palaces, gardens, fountains, pathways, etc. Its architectural design
and these attractions compel visitor to visit this fort again and again.

Amber Fort (Jaipur)

This charismatic fort is situated on the outskirts of Jaipur. Amber fort was constructed by Raja Man
Singh in 1952. The majestic architecture of this fort depicts the beautiful design of Mughals and
Rajputs time. One can take excursion of this fort through the help of elephant ride. The majestic
beauty of this fort makes visitors spellbound. More than thousands of vacationers visit Jaipur to
explore the inimitability of this fort.

Agra Fort (Agra)

Agra Fort is a UNESCO World Heritage site that is situated in Agra. It is located on the bank of
Yamuna River. It is made-up by third Mughal emperor Akbar. The architectural design of this forts
remind about the time of Mughals. This fort is visited by almost al the travelers who visit Agra. The
journey of this fort adds more charm in your vacations.

The above mentioned forts of golden triangle tours make your journey terrific and remarkable.
These forts are the famous and majestic destinations of north India tour. With the help of holiday
package India, travelers will pleasurably and comfortably visit these popular attractions of Delhi,
Agra and Jaipur.
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